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Their strength was established in a time of great 
strife. After the world and the magic realm had 
reconnected, after the Titans were defeated, the 
rest of Crayne celebrated. This was when Mindassa 
came under threat from a long forgotten enemy: an 
ancient force left buried in the desert sand for more 
than 4000 years.

Time ravaged tombs were finally unearthed by the 
Tide of Dust. Before, without the flow of magic, 
the dead laid dormant. Thanks to the labors of the 
Archmage Tyrmirus, magical energy surged into the 
world of Crayne once more. At long last the curse 
of The Ancients was fueled.

Arising from their catacombs, the archaic 
monstrosities known as The Ancients shambled 
across the desert, yearning for the living.

But, the plight of mortals grew still. Another 
unknown nemesis swelled in the sky. Swarms of 
deadly instectoids, cast in carapaces seemingly 
harder than steel, laid wrath upon small townships 
before their populations could offer any resistance.

Did these two undesirable bodies form one army? 
Were they working together? Was it possible The 
Hive and The Ancients took their orders from the 
same mastermind? Were they even taking orders, 
or was their onslaught simply chaos?  Perhaps the 
sudden changes in the world of Crayne set these 
events into place without rhyme or reason.

One thing is certain: The Lords of Mindassa must 
rally their battalions and fight. If not, they too shall 
become casualties of time, buried like The Ancients 
and merely a cautionary tale for historians to 
uncover.
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The Ancients 

Long dead and forgotten, The Ancients are a legion of 
mages who were trapped in tombs beneath the deserts 
of Mindassa. The indigenous inhabitants of these lands, 
they walk the earth again. It is believed the Ancients were 
wiped out during the Thesperon Wars; a calamitous affair 
towards the end of the First Age.  

Life after death was a central belief for the original 
Mindassan people. They harnessed a powerful form of 
magic rooted in consumption or gluttony, now better 
known as necromancy. In death, a Mage of old Mindassa 
would have their resting place filled with numerous 
artifacts: each blessed with potent magic. These 
blessings were thought to assist a fallen Mage rise from 
their grave, in the hopes they could return to these lands 
once the Great Wars had subsided.   

As Crayne is a cruel place, so too are the winds of magic a 
fickle force. These blessings did not activate as intended. 
Instead, they hungrily consumed the mages within their 
caskets. This magic became a myriad of curses, infesting 
those who lay dormant beneath the sands.

The Hive 

Almost nothing is known of The Hive’s origins. First seen 
in the desert of Mindassa, these swarms are a recent and 
unwelcome addition to Crayne’s landscape. It cannot be 
said whether they arrived during the Tide of Dust or if 
they had hidden in hibernation, burrowed beneath the 
sand for all time. How long had these creatures waited 
beneath the surface, looking for the right opportunity
to strike?
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According to the great scholar, Vahsav of Khed, tunnels 
that form The Hive may have existed undisturbed for 
thousands of years. He believes that the Tide of Dust 
caused a great disturbance within their ecosystem and 
filled their homes with vile Sunderspawn. Waging war 
against the powers of chaos likely turned inhabitants of 
The Hive into the violent swarm now seen in the skies. 

Mercenaries of Mindassa 

Highly trained and always in demand, the Mercenaries 
of Mindassa are available to defend these dry desert 
lands: for a price. Home to cities of towering spires, 
flying contraptions and the flurry of lucrative business, 
Mindassa is on the cutting edge of world trade. It has 
access to the most recent and innovative magi-tech 
inventions.    

Until recently Najjar, Mindassa’s capitol has been one 
of the safest places in all of Crayne. These unexpected 
attacks from the desert have turned 
Najjar into a hub of military activity. 
Mercenaries have arrived from all 
over the lands of Crayne to offer their 
services to the highest bidding Lord.
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The Mercenary Market  

The Mercenary Market allows you to hire some of 
Mindassa’s finest warriors. It is a separate market to the 
original Auxiliary Market.  

To create the Mercenary Market shuffle the new 
Mercenaries of Mindassa cards together with all the 
Mercenary Camp cards from the original Crayne set. 
This forms the Mercenary Draw. Set these cards near 
the Auxiliary Draw and draw two cards to create the 
Mercenary Market. 

When a Mercenary card is purchased, immediately draw 
a new card from the Mercenary Draw. Note: Mercenary 
cards are not part of a Faction and do not benefit from 
Faction Discounts. 

During each Clean Up Phase, discard both Mercenary 
Market cards and replace them from the Mercenary Draw. 
Discarded cards go into the Mercenary Pit. 

During the game, all sacrificed Mercenary cards go into 
the Mercenary Pit. 

When the Mercenary Draw is 
depleted, the Mercenary pit is 
shuffled and a new draw

is formed.
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Offering

Offering is a keyword unique to the Ancients Faction. This 
mechanic gives the player the option to discard one or 
more Ancients of Mindassa cards from their hand during 
the attack phase to activate features on the cards they 
have played that round. Whenever the player discards 
using Offering, all of their played Ancients cards receive 
their relevant bonus. The Player does not have to provide 
individual Offerings for each played card: one Offering 
satisfies all. The exception is that if the keyword Offering 
is followed by a number in brackets. This is the number of 
cards you have to discard to activate this ability. 

Example: The Player has played both the Cursed Mummy 
and Pit Scorpion cards. They hold the Giant Scarab in their 
hand. At the beginning of the Attack Phase, the Player 
discards the Giant Scarab card. This Offering activates 
and the Player gains two (2) Influence from the Cursed 
Mummy and 2 Attack Power from the Pit Scorpion. 

When discarding using Offering, do not replenish cards in 
until the Clean up Phase.
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